Reference Case Model Parameters
Reflection losses
-Both models predict significant decrease of reflection losses (relative to input power) with increasing mass flow rate per unit inlet slit length.
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-Good agreement at high particle mass flow rates, but difference at low mass flow rates, due to different calculation of air entrainment.
-Receiver walls with low solar absorptivity cause reflection losses in excess of 20 % during part load operation with low particle mass flows. www.DLR.de • Chart 10 -Convection, thermal radiation, and conduction losses increase due to slight higher temperatures, but all together less than 1.5 %-point.
-Black walls recommended.
Summary and Conclusions
-Particle receiver power plant has advantages for large scale electricity generation (direct absorption, inherent storage and high temperatures). -Promising receiver concept: falling particle in face-down cavity.
-Receiver model was developed which includes movement of air and particles, solar radiation, convective and radiative heat transfer.
-For receiver with high solar absorptivity of the walls an increasing particle mass flow decreases reflection losses from 22 % to 2 % → recirculation. -The use of black walls is an other possibility to lower the reflection losses.
-Wind increases convection losses 5 %-points → design optimization.
Main issues for further work: -Assessment of different parameters for layout and optimization.
-Further experiments for validation of partial models. -Build a prototype receiver for demonstration and model validation.
